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Working with the code in Just Cause 2
was great, but by the end of the process
it was too easy, especially after you’ve
finished unlocking the game modes. This
is a game that I’d have liked to have
spent a lot more time with, and I also
wanted to have quite a bit more story to
play out. The gameplay I do enjoy, but
the combat mechanics of the game’s
side missions feel very repetitive, and
the bridge gameplay style just doesn’t
allow for a lot of rich content. More so
than any other platform, the Xbox One
and the Windows 10 are just not the
same. I do really like these operating
systems, but they have been absolutely
fantastic at screwing me over, and I can't
say that I see a real advantage of having
one over the other, if you want a console
that you can play games on. The first
thing I noticed when I opened the
console was how absolutely sloppily
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designed it was. The face buttons and
two sticks were all sort of haphazardly
placed, and I’m sure it looks even worse
in the final version. To import your Just
Cause 4 data into a new build of the
game you need to first delete the game
save file in your steamapps directory.
When you launch Just Cause 4 it will tell
you that you need to import your save
data. Go to Options, and select "Import
to New Game". For the number of saves
and your activity level this can take a
while, depending on your game
collection size! Once the process is
complete you will be able to start the
new Just Cause 4 adventure. You will be
given the option to import your save
data to the cloud, to your Steam content
directory (where it will be backed up). If
this is the first time you are importing
save data you will be prompted to
provide the cloud url to use to sync. If
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you use a different cloud directory than
the default, you will also need to provide
the credentials for that cloud to continue.
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Another aspect of Just Cause 4 that's
quite enjoyable is the explosive action

that you're free to pull off. Simply flying
in and shooting until your target

explodes is a beloved staple of the series
that's just as fun in the new game.

However, pulling off multiple hits with
explosive energy is now much more

challenging due to the physics, and in
some cases, weapons are more powerful

and can completely destroy buildings,
military bases, and vehicles with one
shot. This can lead to multiple death

sequences where you have to get
through multiple foes to move on from a
specific area, and they all have their own

distinct mechanics and behaviors, so
each fight is a unique experience. You

might be able to chain together a series
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of explosives on a guy's face or a gun
turret, but the timer might run out before

you get to finish your combo. The
combat mechanics also introduce a lot of
options for wall running into the mix, and
this is definitely my favorite new addition

for the Just Cause franchise. Once you
have your tether combo set up, you can
safely jump off the ledge of a building

and land on a vehicle below to climb up
and run away or engage in fight, as the
engine will explode if you ride directly
into it. There's also the option to pull it
off with a grappling hook, but that may

be more dangerous than it sounds due to
the physics. All of these mechanics work
together to make a fun experience that's

difficult to put down. I've had multiple
extended adventures where I've played
for many hours at a time, then I'd come
home from work and want to play more.

I've also made some of my favorite
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moments in my life happen thanks to the
grappling hook: an epic military base

fight where I was perched above a bridge
and had to look through multiple

enemies to target the bridge's charge
conduits, pulling off some insane air

dodges to get the drop on each of them,
then stopping to push off the bridge into

a helpless enemy below, and finally
finally going one-on-one with them on
the ground where I'd stick a grapple in
their leg and ride my way out of there.
And while there are a few animations

that are cooler than they should be (such
as floating like a jerk for a few frames
when you jump into the air for the first

time), the game is still a solid visual and
technical showcase of the power of the

PS4 and its Pro upgrade, and there's
more of everything to do in Just Cause 4

than it's ever had. 5ec8ef588b
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